Enhancement Training

Enhancement is a very important factor in growth, our Personality lab aims to
refine an individual and aid them in tapping their Potential. The Training under
this head focuses on summon forth the courage of a lion and forging ahead.
Enhancement brings springboard of success in life.
To fearlessly move ahead in life once needs to muster courage focus and clarity.
The enhancement skill training focuses on moving steadfastly in faith. Faith in
oneself is the key for success. Enhancement skill training focuses on carving
an individual life and helping them in making a store house of success.

• GOAL FORMATION

• STRIVING TOWARDS GOAL

• PLANNING

• EXECUTION

• SHARING SUCCESS

The individual with cross purpose with oneself will always lead to failure.
Single mindedly one should focus on the goal. Comprehension of self is
compulsory in goal formulation. One needs to be Alchemist and strive for its
goal.
Enhancement skill training focuses on Self Rejuvenation, Meditational Skill
Aroma Therapy and Color Therapy. There are other skills that are important no
matter what kind of work you want to do. These are usually called
TRANSFERABLE or ESSENTIAL skills and they are REALLY important to
getting and keeping a job.
They are skills like:











Getting along with fellow workers;
Asking for help when you need it;
Customer courtesy;
Punctuality;
Time management;
Being able to solve problems;
Being adaptable and responsible;
Basic reading, writing and math skills;
Basic computer skills; and
Being open to new learning.

Workers often underestimate and undervalue the importance of their
transferable skills. Before starting training or upgrading, it can be useful to do
an inventory of your transferable skills – they will help you succeed while
you’re in training/upgrading and, if you are weak in some areas, you’ll want to
find ways to strengthen these skills.

